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SaniPro 20.12 A P is the ideal machine for sanitizing indoor environments 
such as mechanical and artisan workshops, schools, offices, canteens, 
restaurants and cafés. The Gotec pump (20 bar operating pressure), 
supplied as standard, allows the operator to work continuously and to use 
a wide variety of chemicals thanks to its resistant seals. Quality equipment 
and professional performance are SaniPro's strengths. The dispensing 
lance, 50 cm long to reach the most difficult areas, is equipped with a 
conical nozzle (grey) in high resistance ceramic. Its flow rate, combined 
with the high capacity of the solution tank (12 l), is able to guarantee a run-
ning time of two hours. The other nozzles supplied as standard (green and 
orange) and the possibility of transforming the lance into a dispensing gun 
quickly and easily (just screwing the nozzle directly onto the handle) make 
SaniPro extremely versatile. The spiral extensible hose, which can reach a 
length of 7.5 m, and the 15 m electric cable allow to cover a large working 
area. Compact and easy to transport, thanks to the trolley equipped with 
a practical basket for objects and a special housing for the dispensing 
lance, it is the ideal machine to respond professionally to specific sanitizing 
needs.

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
TYPE REF. NO. PIECES/PALLET
SANIPRO 20.12 A P 16801210001 4

TECHNICAL DATA
Voltage - Frequency 220-240 V~ 50/60 Hz
Rated power (nominal power) W 25
Max.pressure bar 20
Solution tank capacity l 12
Sound level db(A) 58

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
TYPE FLOW RATE [ML/MIN] PRODUCT CONSUMPTION [L/H] RUNNING TIME (MIN) REF. NO.
Extendable spiral hose + 
Spray lance with grey nozzle already installed 6493000

Grey nozzle 105 6,3 120 2519005
Green nozzle 160 9,6 75 2519006
Orange nozzle 200 12 60 2519007

Front swivel castor 
wheels

Quick connection Cleaning solution 
tank with graduated 

scale

Practical trolley Basket holder for 
accessories

Extendable spiral 
hose, spray lance, 

nozzles

Various types of 
nozzles

IP code IPX4
Power supply cable m 15
Maximum length of the extendable spiral hose m 7,5
Weight (without accessories) Kg 9,3
Dimensions mm 760x390x900
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